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Artifact Cases Story
Artifact Cases by Proto Productions has its origins in a partnership founded in 1974 to provide the
highest quality custom graphics to galleries and museums. As the company grew and developed our clients
increasingly sought other components made with the same meticulous attention to detail for their
exhibitions. As a result Proto Productions was incorporated in 1983 focusing on fabricating museum
quality exhibits. Unlike most exhibit houses, for which a significant amount of work is trade show displays,
Proto Productions concentrates on permanent custom exhibits for museum and similar institutions. Many
of these projects required display cases for precious artifacts for which we developed custom cases to meet
the most demanding requirements. In 2009 Artifact Cases was established as a division of Proto Productions to make our custom display cases available to a wider variety of clients, such as museums, galleries,
libraries and educational institutions.

Detroit Institute of Art Native American Gallery
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About Our Products
Artifact Cases by Proto Productions is a trusted source for archival quality conservation cases. We meet
the demanding standards of museum conservators, curators, architects, and designers by addressing
their display and interpretive goals, concurrently with conservation concerns, lighting, and security.
Our cases meet the conservation requirements of the National Archives, National Park Service and
Smithsonian Institution.
We design, engineer and fabricate a variety of exhibit cases to protect and display your objects. All of
our museum quality display cases are made-to-order and can be customized to be artifact specific and
meet design intent, size, and finish. We engineer the cases to address conservation specifications, as well
as accessibility, ease of maintenance, durability, climate control, and security.
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.
Our standard cases are constructed from recognized conservation materials. Standard decks are
fabricated from non-off gassing, formaldehyde-free materials that are sealed and finished with zero
VOC paint. Vitrines and case glazing may be made with high quality cast acrylic or optically clear low
iron glass. The artifact area inside each case is isolated from the base and sealed with cured silicone
gaskets to create a safe environment for your objects. Many other materials are available to meet your
specific requirements. Passive and active humidity control systems may be incorporated into the cases.
Contact us to discuss your needs.
A variety of options and add-ons including risers, shelving, decks, and lighting are available to meet
your display needs. Our experience producing museum exhibits enables us to offer accessories to
complement your cases such as labeling systems, interpretive graphics, and markers.
Artifact Cases by Proto Productions is a small, veteran-owned business. Our artifact cases are “Made in
the USA” in our centrally located facility in northern Illinois.
MADE IN THE

U.

S.

A.
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Artifact Cases
5-SIDED FREE-STANDING CASE
The 5-sided cases with vitrines are well suited for displaying
smaller to medium sized objects and flat art. They offer 360°
viewing and have flexibility in placement within galleries.
Table cases are a special type of 5-sided Freestanding case.
Cases typically have standard lift-off vitrines and are offered
with hinged pneumatic lift-assisted access for the flat art and
other low profile items.
Precision made cast acrylic vitrines with bubble-free polished
joints are standard. Tempered or laminated low iron glass
vitrines are also available. Interior decks are capable of
supporting up to 200 pounds.
Cases are offered with many options to provide unique display
and viewing techniques. Cases with large vitrines can have an
optional removable front or side panel for easy access without
lifting the vitrine. These removable acrylic sides are uniquely
precision machined to interlock and close without visible
hardware. There are various style bases, including the standard
pedestal, stepped base, case on legs, and panel legs.

5-Sided Freestanding Case

Access to security hardware, desiccant chambers, and levelers is
typically through the lower pedestal, either by means of a hinged
panel or a lift off access panel.
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5-SIDED FREE-STANDING TABLE CASE

Table Case 0n Legs

Table Case-Stepped Base
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Table Case-Panel Legs

Table Case with
Gas Assist Vitrine Access
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Artifact Cases
4-SIDED FREESTANDING CASE
Similar to 5-sided, cases the 4-sided case with acrylic vitrine provides
easier access for larger artifact objects, where the 5-sided vitrine cases
need to be lifted over the artifacts. The case provides generous view on
three sides. Interior back panel is removable and set into a structural
frame. The back frame is integrated into the case base to provide a rigid
trimmed to gallery walls.
Access to security hardware, desiccant chambers, and levelers is typically
through the lower pedestal, either by means of a hinged panel or a lift
off access panel.

4-Sided Freestanding Case

4 Sided Freestanding Double case
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Artifact Cases
TABLETOP CASE
These cases are used in displaying artifacts on gallery
furniture. They are viewable from 360° and used typically
for the display of smaller objects.
They are like 5-sided freestanding cases without a
pedestal base for placement on your table, counter or
other furniture.

Tabletop Case
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Artifact Cases
4-SIDED WALL CASE
The 4-sided wall cases are typically used to display
on gallery walls. They offer closer viewing
and are shallow in depth.
Our 4-sided wall cases are built with a welded aluminum
vitrine frame to provide support for heavier objects.
They can easily handle larger objects where the vitrine
size adds more weight to the case frame. The inside back
panel is removable to allow access for case installation,
silica gel tiles and the installation of artifact mounts.
Shallow desiccant chambers can be integrated into the
lower frame with access through the bottom. Deck and
back panels are both removable.
Each case is provided with security hardware and a
custom wall cleat frame for installation.
4-Sided Wall Case
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Artifact Cases
5-SIDED WALL CASE
art and small to medium objects. The inside back panel is removable
to allow access for case installation, silica gel tiles, and the installation
of artifact mounts. All wall cases are provided with custom wall cleat
frames for gallery installation and security hardware.
We also offer a unique 6-sided wall case which has a clear acrylic
back that mounts with a set of aluminum stand-offs. The case is a
precision machined acrylic case that interlocks and is secured with at
least two security machine screws at the lower back edge.

5-Sided Wall Case
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Artifact Cases
BUILT-IN WALL CASE
Built-in cases are typically installed in gallery walls and are shallow
objects. Cases have framed glass access panels that are hinged
to swing out 90° or have a pneumatic assisted hinged frame that
opens 60°.
Built-in cases have access to canopy lighting and desiccant
chambers. The deck, back, and side panels are all removable and

Built-In Wall Case
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Built-In Wall Case-Doors Open
with light attic

Built-In Wall Case with
Dessiccant Drawer close
PROTO PRODUCTIONS © 2017

Built-In Wall Case with Desiccant Drawer
-Door/Drawer Open
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Artifact Cases
WALL SHELF CASES
We have a variety of wall shelf cases to offer.
Each type displays small objects and/or small
a variety styles. They may be secured in several
differnt ways. Cases that have chambers for
desiccant are provided with access through the
bottom.
These cases are engineered to be rigid and all
have internal welded aluminum frames that
distribute the weight to the case back.
A full size plate attaches to the wall for secure
installation.

Wall Shelf Case Flat Deck

Wall shelf cases are offered for case viewing from the top only, top and front, and
display sculpture.
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Artifact Cases
FREESTANDING GLASS FLOOR CASE

multiple artifacts. They are provided with large hinged access
panels of glass and various optional security devices. The

Access to security hardware, desiccant chambers, and levelers
is typically through the lower base, either by means of a hinged

Freestanding Glass Floor Case
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Artifact Cases
GLASS FLOOR CASE WITH BACK

whether they are historic, art, or natural objects. The
cases are built to be freestanding or attached to the gallery
walls and offer large viewing areas. They are offered with
provides large glass access panels with concealed hinges
that open 90°.
Cases can have various security devices and are sealed
against contaminants. Optional climate control, either
passive desiccant chambers or active systems are available
for relative humidity control. They can be provided with
lower cabinet for climate control systems and upper access
panels for case lighting. The interior has decks and/or
back panels that are removable and offered with optional

Glass Floor Case with Back

Access to security hardware, desiccant chambers, and
levelers is typically through the base. The base may also be
set up to provide storage space.
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Glass Floor Case with Back
(pedestal cabinet)

Case with Doors Open
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Artifact Cases
PLINTHS AND PEDESTALS
Plinth bases and pedestals provide platforms for the
display of a single or multiple objects. They offer 360°
Optionally, these bases can be engineered with concealed
steel structures or additional framing, to support objects
of hundreds to thousands of pounds if required.
Removable decks may be provided to allow preparators
to install object mounts prior to placement in the gallery.
Plinths and pedestals with small footprints that are top
heavy can be offered with access panels to install ballast to
ensure stability.

Pedestal
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High Plinth

Low Plinth

High Plinth with Divider
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Options
DECKS, BACK PANELS & RISERS (SMALL PLINTHS)
Standard decks, panels, and risers are fabricated from a variety of non off-gassing materials. Conservation
materials such as aluminum plate, aluminum honeycomb, acrylic, and ethafoam are options. Acrylics and
aluminum can be painted using low VOC water based paints, laminated, or wrapped with fabric. Ethafoam,
which is a high density foam (9#), can be bonded to an aluminum plate or dibond sheet and fabric wrapped.
on which artifacts are displayed. They provide variety within a case.
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Options
DECKS

Raised Deck 4 Sloped Sides

Raised Deck 2 Sloped Sides

Sloped Deck

Flat Deck

Raised Deck Sloped Face

Glass Case with Sloped Decks
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Options
CASE DIVIDERS

5-Sided Freestanding Case
w/ Solid Divider
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5-Sided Freestanding Case Divider w/
Removable Faces and Shelf
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Options
SHELVES
brackets or suspended using rod or cable systems.

Fixed

4-Sided Freestanding Case
with Floating Shelf

4-Sided Freestanding Case
with Glass Shelves

Adjustable

Glass Wall Case with Glass Shelves
on Shelf Brackets
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Options
CASE LIGHTING

these lighting products are provided with dimmers and power cutoff.
LED lighting is available in various light colors, including warm white, bright white and cool white. The LED
and can be focused are recommended for larger cases. Table and pedestal cases may have swiveling LED light
tubes added. Cases may also have illuminated decks that provide uplighting within a case. LEDs are dimmable
available. Custom applications can be designed to integrate the LED lighting in the cases.

Case with swiveling LED light tube
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Options
CUSTOM FINISHES
All cases are typically custom made to satisfy our clients’ display requirements.

part acrylic lacquer.
Select wood veneers, solid wood, and other solid materials, natural or synthetic can be used.
Metal and High Pressure Laminates, such as Formica, may be selected.
Cases may also have metal components, such as steel, stainless steel, and aluminum, which can be
and anodizing.
Fabrics for decks, back panel, side panels, and plinth bases are numerous. Samples are available.

ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL
The interior environment of museum-quality display cases is critical to protect valuable artifacts from
deterioration. Ultraviolet light, unstable relative humidity and detrimental chemicals can all have damaging
surrounding environment.

Interior humidity may be controlled by using silica gel in special compartments to buffer changes that may
Active systems to control interior humidity and/or temperature are also available. These systems require
connection to electricity.
Our cases are built with conservtion grade materials to the standards of the National Archives, Smithsonian
Institution and National Park Service. Structural materials are inert, sealed or isolated from the chamber
adequate time to off-gas as materials cure before artifacts are installed.

CUSTOM DESIGN/ENGINEERING
Your artifact or collection display requirements often direct the design of cases for display. The architectural
These and other considerations such as ambient light, gallery lighting, and gallery environmental controls all
shown in our catalog represent only typical case types that have been the most frequently used in our projects.
We encourage our clients to bring their unique ideas for each project to use.
PROTO PRODUCTIONS © 2017
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Gallery Accessories
LABELS
Simple and elegant label holders offer a variety of display methods. Graphics are simply slipped in between
the lens and the back plate. Labels can be freestanding or wall mounted using adhesives or hanger screws.

be provided for a freestanding label, which also can be installed in the metal vitrine frames available for our
cases with raised decks a magnetic system can be used for the attachment of label bands, making it simple to
remove and replace the graphic label without the use of tools.

Label Band Graphic Label
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Gallery Accessories
INTERPRETIVE

bases and steel brackets that hold a variety of changeable interpretives. The stands have edge-polished glass and

Label Rail Stands
Flip Book Stands are capable of housing 4 to 50 two-sided pages, laser printed or laminated. Flip book pages
available.
Gallery Panels
be provided for a changeable graphic with a removable top frame section. Panels can also be provided without
the frame system for permanent graphics. These graphics are provided as laminated photo reproductions or as
digital melamine graphics.
Label Stands are well suited for directional or visitor information, either as a permanent or temporary graphic.
Photo screened graphics, photo reproductions, or digital melamine graphics are just a few of the available
graphic formats. Stands can be single or double-sided.
Section Panels are provided in large formats, typically poster size. They can be single or double-sided graphic
reproductions with a permanent or interchangeable graphic system.
Rotating Labels
positions the graphic face in the correct position every time. (See page 28)

Label Rail Stand
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Interpretive
Flip Book

Gallery
Panel

Label
Stand

Section
Panel
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Label Rail Stand

Label Rail Stand

Interpretive
Flip Book
Interpretive Flip Book

Gallery Panel

Gallery Panel

Label Stand
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Gallery Accessories
LIFT LABELS
Lift labels are devices to involve visitors in questions and answers about displays. Ours are designed
to be robust, function flawlessly and minimize pinch points for visitors.These interactive devices can
be built into reader rails, interpretive panels or wall-mounted. A range of methods may be used to
add the graphics.

Lift Labels on Label Band
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Gallery Accessories
MARKERS

and an optional frosted face.
Markers are available with numbers in sets of 12 and 25. Numbered markers are photo screen-printed with a
durable black ink.
on vertical surfaces. Brass pins are provided for each disc.

Frosted -

Clear-

Frosted-

Clear-

Cubes- clear or frosted face

Frosted -

Clear -

Frosted -

Clear -

Square Tiles- clear or frosted face

Frosted

Clear

Frosted-

Clear

Round discs- clear or frosted face
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Cubes - 1/2” x 1/2” - 3/4” x 3/4”

Square Tiles - 3/4” - 1”

Round Disks Dia. - 1/2” - 3/4” - 1”

Round Disks With 1/6” Brass Pin Dia.- 1/2” - 3/4” - 1”

Case with markers and label band
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Request for Quote form
YOUR CONTACT INFORMATION

Name:_____________________________
Title/Dept:__________________________
Organization:________________________
Email Address:______________________
Phone:_____________________________

Street Address: ________________________
City: ________________________________
State/Province:________________________
Zip: ________________________________

Submit RUSULQWDQGfax to (630)628-2232.


ARTIFACT CASES

Please provide the following information. Use one form for each case type or size. See the pertinent pages in the
helpful guide.
Case Type (pg. 6-21) _________________________
Case Base size: Width ________ Depth ________ Height_________
Vitrine or Glass Viewable Height _____________
Total Height of Case _______
Finishes (select one)
Paint
Laminate
Metal
Wood veneer
Gas Lift Assist
Desiccant Chamber
or
Active Control:
Humidity
Temperature
Options (select)
Decks (pg. 20) ________
Case Dividers (pg. 21) ________ Shelves (pg.23) ________ Risers(pg.21) _________
Lighting (pg.24)
Canopy with LED array
LED light tube
LED deck light
Other (please describe)
Notes & Special Instructions

GALLERY ACCESSORIES
Labels (pg.22) 2-1/2” x length _______ Qty____ 5” x length _______ Qty____ 8” x length _______Qty____
Finish (select one)
Satin Silver
Custom Color
Mounting options (select one)
Flush wall
Panel mount
Freestanding with support bracket
Lift Labels (pg.29) Number of Lift Labels _______ Label Width _______ Label Height _______
Rotating Labels (pg.27) (contact us)
Interpretive (pg.26) (contact us) List Style
Markers (pg.30 & 31) (select)
Cubes 1/2” 3/4”
Frosted
Square Tile
3/4” 1”
Frosted
Round Disk Dia.
1/2” 3/4” 1”

Clear
Clear
Frosted

Quantity 10
25
With Pins
Quantity 10
25
Clear
With Pins Quantity

10

25

Notes & Special Instructions
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HELPFUL GUIDE FOR ORDERING ARTIFACT CASES
W- Width of case base from left
to right
D- Depth of case base from
front to back
BH- Height of case base from
VH-Viewable height
TH-Total height

5-Sided Freestanding Case

4-Sided Freestanding Case

Table Case (On Legs Style Shown)

Table Top Case

4-Sided Wall Case

5-Sided Wall Case
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HELPFUL GUIDE FOR ORDERING ARTIFACT CASES
W- Width of case base from left
to right
D- Depth of case base from
front to back
BH- Height of case base from
VH-Viewable height
TH-Total height

Freestanding Glass Floor Case

Glass Floor Case with Back

Built-In Wall Case

Wall Shelf Case Angled Deck

Glass Floor Case with Back ( pedestal cabinet)
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HELPFUL GUIDE FOR ORDERING ARTIFACT CASES

High Plinth With Divider

Pedestal

W-Width of case base from
left to right
D-Depth of case base from
front to back
H-base-Height of case base
DW- Width of divider
DH-Height of divider
from top of plinth to top of
divider
Plinth

PROTO PRODUCTIONS © 2017
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PROTO PRODUCTIONS
MADE IN THE

U.

S.

A.

840 FIENE DR. ADDISON, IL. 60101 P(630)628-6626

F(630)628-2232

contact@artifactcases.com
www.artifactcases.com

